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Blogging for Assessment
Jebar Ahmed & Emma Salter
University of Huddersfield March 2010

What’s the assessment?
Students are asked to identify, analyse
and evaluate a project associated with
education for sustainability.
In their write up, they are encouraged to
use a variety of resources – weblinks,
video, photos, etc….



Example of student work

Why use a blog?








A paper-free assessment in line with the
ethos of sustainability [???]
Enhance students’ transferable IT skills
Add variety to the diet of assessment
Encourage students to think critically
about a variety of sources – not just text
Build tutors’ skills, confidence and
versatility with e-learning

Anxieties











Tutors’ lack of IT knowledge & experience
Would the technology work?
Level of IT support required from Jebar
[added work load]
How would students take to creating a
blog?
Would the technology detract from the
academic quality of the assessment?
Is a blog really the right tool for the job?
Marking online

11 out of 17 students said they could not create a blog
before the assessment

Before completing this assessment I was able to create a blog that
incorporates a range of resources
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17 out of 17 students said they could complete a blog after
completing the assessment

I can now create a blog that incorporates a range of resources
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14 out of 17 students said they were provided with
sufficient technical support
I was provided with sufficient technical support to create my blog for
the assessment
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Out of 17 students 7 said creating a blog distracted them
from subject content and 9 said it did not distract them
Creating a blog distracted me from the subject content of the
module
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Out of 17 students 8 agreed that incorporating a range of
resources in assessment helped them engage deeply with
the module content and 4 disagreed
Incorporating a range of resources in my assessment helped me to
engage deeply witht the module content
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Student comments - positive








It was a new experience which helped me add a
new skill to my previously accomplished skills
The blog created for my assessment was very
easy and it was made fun, it’s better to do this
assessment as a blog than an essay
It was stressing at first, but as I got used to it I
managed to set myself a plan. I am more
confident using a blog & happy that I now have
an additional skill I can use
Interesting approach to assignment; has
equipped me with skills that I can comment on
in applications for employment and further study

Student comments - negative








Blog technology needs developing before
students are expected to use it
I found learning how to create a blog
caused me to worry & this resulted in my
time being wasted
I didn’t like having to put my work on a
blog as I do not have the internet at home
[…] found it really hard creating the blog
& uploading the pictures; could have done
without it

and the undecided…


Would have preferred to just have done
an essay as I felt that I didn’t do the blog
as well as I could have done because I
was concentrating on the content of the
essay. However, I do understand why we
have done it as a blog and it’s a good
idea.

Ingredients for success
Strategic direction
Validation
Assessment
Support (students and staff)
Reduction in Administration

Blog

Issues





Non-typical use of the Blog tool
‘Slicing the carrot’ for students –
structuring the assessment
Complying with policy




External examiner

Timely support

